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  A X-ray device which can be rotated with a proton gantry is an 
appropriate arrange of the system to check both positions of the 
structure and the tumor. In this case, the X-ray direction is 
perpendicular to the proton beam direction. Therefore the X-ray 
projects the tumor and the structure, which is on the proton beam 
path, on an imaging device.   

  Is the irradiation accuracy enough when the tumor is just at the 
isocenter ? The position of a high-density structure in front of the 
tumor is also important, because the positional uncertainty of this 
structure on the proton beam path causes the proton range’ s 
uncertainty. Both positions of the structure on the beam path and the

tumor should be checked 
dur ing pat ient setup and 
treatment to reduce inter and 
intra-fractional irradiation 
error.  
  The aim of this work is to 
s tudy  t he  poss i b i l i t y  o f  
multiple regions tracking.

  The developed real-time tracking system utilizes a fluoroscopic X-ray 
image and a patient’ s respiratory waveform. The resolution of 
projected image around the isocenter is 0.3 mm/pixel. The position of 
tumor and the structure on the beam path are calculated by a pattern 
matching algorithm.
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Relation between the processing time of  
pattern matching and the template image size 
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Nombers of template image  

Processing time of multiple pattern matching  

blue circle & red circle show the result of searching within full-area and 
within the template image size + 30mm margin.

Up to 5 regions tracking are performed within the time interval of 
fluoroscopic image acquisition ( 33 msec ).

  The developed pattern matching algorithm is based on searching a 
maximum position of the score which is calculated by using the 
normalized cross-correlation between the fluoroscopic image and the 
template image. This algorithm can calculate the position in sub-pixel 
(1/10) resolution, and can correspond to image changing in rotation 
(5 degree) and in expansion (10%). 

  A example of tracking is shown. The image acquired during patient setup is used 
in this example. White line is respiration wave, green line and dashed line are the 
pattern matching scores of the tumor and the rib, red line and blue line are the 
trajectories of tumor in S-I direction and L-R direction, and red dashed line and blue 
dashed line are the trajectories of rib in S-I direction and L-R direction.   
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  Fluoroscopic Images acquired during setup for 10 patients ( 5 lung 
cancer and 5 liver cancer ) were analyzed. Tracking error (1sigma) of 
tumor and that of boney structure are 4.06 pixel and 0.38 pixel, and 
those are equivalent to 1.8 mm and 0.11 mm. 

  The calculation time of pattern matching depends on the tamplate 
image size and the serching area. For typical size of template image, 
5 regions tracking are performed in real-time. 
  The difference of tracking error between the tumor and the bony 
structure come from the difference of the elasticity of objects.  The 
tumor is more deformed with respiration than the bony structure. 
Threfore lower correration score of the tumor between the 
fluoroscopy and the template image are calculated when inhale 
phase, because the template image are obtained in exhale phase.  A 
wide distribution of the pattern matching score of tumor tracking 
shows the existance of lower correlation. However, the accuracy of 
multiple region tracking is enough whthin exhale phase.
   A biplane X-ray system, one imaging device of which is inserted in 
the beam direction, is used for patient 3D registration. In this 
precedure, the multiple regions tracking is effective to determine the 
tumor position and the structure position on the beam path. Thus this 
function can reduce the inter-fractional irradiation error. During 
treatment, it is difficult to monitor object’ s accurate 3D position, 
because no imaging device can insert in the beam l ine and 
arrangement of biplane X-ray system in gantry is difficult. The tumor 
mainly moves in S-I direction and the bony structure such as rib 
moves exterior due to lung infration. Therefore a single-plane X-ray 
system perpendicular to the beam direction can check the positional 
diference between the patient 3D registration and the treatment. 
Thus this function can reduce the intra-fractional irradiation error. 

In upper distribution maps, grren line shows the standard deviation of the  
positional errors for each tracking score which is normalized by 1000.

   9. Conclusion
  The function of the real-time multiple regions tracking was 
developed. The possibility to check the positional uncertainty of the 
tumor and the structure on the proton beam path is shown. Thus the 
inter and intra-fractional irradiation error can be reduced by using this 
system.    


